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R

ecently, a number of studies1
have demonstrated the profitability of stock portfolios
formed according to various
option-implied measures. These articles
typically construct portfolios by sorting all
listed stocks according to certain volatility
or skewness measures inferred from stockoption prices. Although shown to generate
significant risk-adjusted returns, the trading
strategies implemented in these studies are
likely to be subject to industry effects.
In many portfolio and risk management strategies, being industry-neutral
plays an important role. According to the
multi-index model of Moskowitz and Grinblatt [1999], stock returns are considered to
contain industry-specific components that
are orthogonal to either market- or firmspecific components. Industry effects have
been identified by market practitioners, especially institutional investors, as a key factor
in constructing equity portfolios, and have
been modeled and empirically tested in the
context of asset pricing (e.g., Moskowitz and
Grinblatt [1999] and Bali et al. [2006]).
This study aims to bridge the gap
between the option pricing literature and the
portfolio management literature by exploring
the effect of industries on the informational
efficiency of option-implied measures—that
is, volatility skew and volatility spread—in
predicting stock returns.
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Motivated by industry-based valuation
and trading practice in investment banks
and hedge funds, Bali et al. [2006] examine
industry effects on stock valuation and portfolio construction. They f ind that stock
returns on industry-neutral contrarian portfolios are significantly positive and persistent.
In addition, an industry-neutral investment
strategy is far superior, in terms of the Sharpe
ratio, to an industry-exposed full-universe
strategy. Daniel and Titman [2012, p. 7]
also suggest that portfolios formed based on
industry membership “exhibit variation in
factor loading relative to a number of macroeconomic factors but this variation is, at least
to some extent, unrelated to book-to-market
ratios.” To the best of our knowledge, the
only previous study that considers industry
effects in the context of stock-return forecast
and return skewness is that of Zhang [2005],
who finds that portfolios formed according
to the average skewness of firms in each
industry can provide significant abnormal
returns. The article suggests the existence of
industry effects on return skewness and portfolio construction but, unlike our article, it
adopts the skewness measure calculated from
historical daily stock returns.
Our consideration of industry effects
is also motivated by the growing literature
investigating the time-varying correlation
between asset returns and the role of correlation risk in asset pricing (e.g., Moskowitz
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We then form industry-neutral portfolios, net of
industry exposure, and compare their performance with
that of the full-universe portfolios constructed from all
available stocks, regardless of industry. Consistent with
the literature on option informativeness, industry-neutral portfolios thus formed always generate positive and
significant returns. Meanwhile, neutralizing industry
effects reduces portfolio risk, especially downside risk.
When the holding period is one week, the industryneutral approach generates higher t-statistics and Sortino
ratios2 than the full-universe approach for all cases of
volatility skew and most cases of volatility spread. The
results of longer holding periods, from one month to six
months, provide stronger support that industry-neutral
portfolios dominate industry-exposed ones with higher
t-statistics and Sortino ratios and lower standard deviations, regardless of the volatility measure.
Our results also show that the full-universe portfolios are significantly subject to the effects of the
industries that perform badly during periods of market
turbulence, and therefore suffer substantial downside
risk. During the market crashes of the dot-com bubble
(from 1999 to 2001) and the banking crisis (from 2008
to 2011), industry-neutral portfolios consistently outperformed full-universe ones by providing higher returns,
t-statistics, and Sortino ratios. This finding is of particular importance to institutional investors and fund
managers, because it provides strong evidence of a simple
way to enhance portfolio performance when the market
is in a meltdown.
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[2003]; Driessen et al. [2009]; and Pollet and Wilson
[2010]). The correlation between the returns of different
stocks is stronger during market downturns (Longin and
Solnik [2001]), especially for stocks in the same sector.
Therefore, neutralizing the industry factor in portfolio
construction helps improve portfolio performance.
Among recent studies that examine the lead-lag
information relation between options and stock markets, Xing et al. [2010] explore the predictability and
information content of volatility skew, defined as the
difference between the implied volatility inferred from
out-of-the-money (OTM) put options and that from
at-the-money (ATM) call options. They sort all sample
firms into quintile portfolios based on volatility skew,
and construct zero-cost portfolios by buying those firms
with the lowest skew and selling those with the highest.
Their strategy generates positive and significant riskadjusted returns and suggests that stocks exhibiting the
steepest volatility smirk in their equity options underperform those with the least pronounced volatility
smirk.
In a related study, Cremers and Weinbaum [2010]
examine whether volatility spread helps forecast future
stock returns, where volatility spread is defined as the
difference between the implied volatilities of ATM call
and ATM put options. They show that stocks with relatively expensive calls significantly outperform those
with relatively expensive puts. Doran and Krieger [2010]
compare the stock-return predictabilities of alternative
volatility measures and find that, after controlling for
firm characteristics, the forecasting ability of volatility
spread is stronger than that of volatility skew.
The predictability of volatility skew and volatility
spread is consistent with the informed trading models
of Easley et al. [1998] and Gârleanu et al. [2009], who
show that when information asymmetry exists between
options and stock markets, informed trading will take
place in the options market first. Informed option traders
could thus raise the demand of certain option contracts
and affect their prices.
Following previous studies, we first construct
equity portfolios according to volatility skew and volatility spread, without controlling for industry effects.
Consistent with extant evidence, these portfolios generate significant returns. However, we find that industry
effects exert a nontrivial inf luence on these portfolios,
and the effect is greater for portfolios formed according
to volatility skew.
2
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DATA AND VOLATILITY MEASURES

We obtain option data from OptionMetrics’ Ivy
DB database, which includes daily closing quotes at the
Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE) for all U.S.listed index and equity options. We obtain daily stock
data, including total return and trading volume, from
the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP).
Our sample period is from January 1996 to December
2011.
We apply the same filter rules to option data as
Xing et al. [2010] and use only option contracts with 1)
time to maturity between 10 and 50 days, 2) an average
of bid and ask quotes higher than $0.125, and 3) an
implied volatility between 0.03 and 2. Meanwhile, we
remove any option observation with zero open interest
or missing trading volume from the sample. In addi-
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(1)

The volatility spread, SPREAD, is estimated as4
(2)
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If the implied volatilities are weighted by option
trading volume (or equally weighted), we denote volatility skew as SKEW_VW (or SKEW_EW) and volatility
spread as SPREAD_VW (or SPREAD_EW). Because
some options in our sample have zero trading volume,
the sample sizes of SKEW_VW and SPREAD_VW are

EXHIBIT 1
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Exhibit 1 provides summary statistics for our
data. Each week we also calculate industry SKEW (or
SPREAD) by averaging the SKEW (or SPREAD)
values of the firms within each industry. The mean and
median values of SKEW and SPREAD of individual
firms are qualitatively similar to those reported by Xing
et al. [2010] and Cremers and Weinbaum [2010]. The
values of the industry average SKEW and SPREAD are
much less volatile than those of individual firms. For
example, the standard deviation of SKEW_VW Aggregate is 4.63% across all firm-week observations, while
that of SKEW_VW Industry is only 2.32%. Overall,
the estimates of SPREAD show less variation than
SKEW. The average numbers of industries each week
are 18 for SKEW_VW Industry and 35 for SKEW_EW
Industry, and 26 and 45 for SPREAD_VW Industry
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SPREAD = IV P,ATM − IVC,ATM

INDUSTRY EXPOSURE
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SKEW = IV P,OTM − IVC,ATM

smaller than those of SKEW_EW and SPREAD_EW.
The weekly observations (from Tuesday close to Tuesday
close) are the averages of daily estimates when there are
at least two daily estimates within a week. We then skip
one day to construct equally weighted stock portfolios5
for the next week (from Wednesday close to Wednesday
close) to avoid microstructure issues arising from nonsynchronous trading.6 We group firms on the basis of
two-digit Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes
and include all industries that contain at least five firms
in a week.7

Re

tion, we exclude stocks with closing prices below $5
or trading volumes that are not positive. Call and put
options with moneyness (strike-to-spot ratio) closest to
one, but between 0.95 and 1.05 are defined as ATM
options, and put options with moneyness closest to
0.95, but between 0.8 and 0.95 are defined as OTM put
options. We use the implied volatilities provided by the
Ivy DB database directly, which are derived from the
midpoint of the most competitive bid and ask quotes
and computed via a binomial tree model.3 When there
is more than one ATM call, ATM put, or OTM put in
a trading day, we take the average of implied volatilities,
either weighted by option trading volume or equally
weighted, to compute a single daily observation.
Let IVC,ATM , IV P,ATM , and IV P,OTM , respectively,
denote the daily implied volatilities of ATM call, ATM
put, and OTM put options for each firm. The volatility
skew, SKEW, of Xing et al. [2010] is estimated as
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Summary Statistics of Weekly Estimates of Volatility Skew and Volatility Spread

Note: Daily observations of SKEW and SPREAD of firms are estimated as the averages of implied volatilities, either weighted by option trading volume
(VW) or equally weighted (EW). Weekly estimates of industry SKEW and SPREAD are the averages across firms in each industry when there are
no fewer than five firms in the industry in the week. Industries are defined using two-digit SIC codes. All numbers are in percent, except the number of
observations. “Aggregate” denotes all firm–weeks; “Industry” denotes the industry average.
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For both volatility skew and volatility spread, the
statistics (except for standard deviations) of the dispersions from the industry median are always less than those
from the aggregate median, indicating that these observations are more concentrated within each industry,
compared to their distributions in the full universe, and
distribute more closely to the industry median than to
the aggregate median. The null hypothesis that the difference between weekly dispersions from the aggregate
median and from the industry median is zero or negative is always rejected at the 1% significance level, for
both SKEW and SPREAD. Between the two measures,
SKEW has greater dispersions than SPREAD does, consistent with the findings of Doran and Krieger [2010]
that firm-specific characteristics have stronger effects
on SKEW than on SPREAD. Therefore, there are clear
industry effects that make the estimates of SKEW and
SPREAD distribute more closely within industries than
in the whole sample.
We then construct quintile portfolios following
Xing et al. [2010] and Cremers and Weinbaum [2010],
and estimate their industry exposures. Each week we sort
sample firms into five portfolios, according to SKEW
(or SPREAD). Portfolio 1 includes firms in the bottom
quintile with the lowest volatility skew (or volatility
spread), and portfolio 5 includes those in the top quintile with the highest values. We take a long position in
portfolio 1 and a short position in portfolio 5.
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and SPREAD_EW Industry, respectively. The volatility
spread has more observations than volatility skew, due to
the fact that the sample includes more available ATM put
options than OTM put options. The number of observations increases dramatically over time as more options
become actively traded. For example, the weekly average
numbers of industries in our sample for SKEW_VW are,
respectively, 8, 16, and 28 during 1996 to 2000, 2001 to
2005, and 2006 to 2011.
The average volatility skew (or volatility spread)
across firms within an industry is a rough representative of the industry’s SKEW (or SPREAD). We also
directly examine the distributions of volatility skew and
volatility spread within each industry and compare them
with the distributions in the full universe. To this end,
we calculate the aggregate median, which is the median
value of SKEW (or SPREAD) across all firms in the
full universe, irrespective of industry, and the industry
median, which is the median value across firms within a
specific industry. For each firm, we estimate the absolute
deviations of SKEW (or SPREAD) from the aggregate
median and from the corresponding industry median.
In doing so, we could compare the distributions of
individual volatility skew (or volatility spread) within
industries with those in the full universe. We expect, on
average, higher dispersions from the aggregate median
than from the industry median. Exhibit 2 reports the
descriptive statistics of weekly median dispersions across
firms.

EXHIBIT 2
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The Dispersion of Volatility Skew and Volatility Spread Across Industry Sectors

Note: Each week we calculate the aggregate median, the median value of SKEW (or SPREAD) across all firms in the full universe, and the industry
median, the median value across the firms within each industry. The weekly dispersion is the median of the absolute deviations of individual SKEW
(or SPREAD) from either the aggregate median or the industry median. We estimate the daily observations of SKEW and SPREAD from the averages
of the implied volatilities, either weighted by option trading volume (VW) or equally weighted (EW). All numbers are percentages.
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tively. For SKEW_EW and SPREAD_EW, the means
of total net exposure are slightly lower, but still more
than a quarter of the full exposure of 200%. The means
of N80 range from 44.05% to 54.24%, showing that, on
average, approximately 50% of industries contribute to
the majority (80%) of industry exposure.9 These statistics
suggest that the portfolios constructed by the conventional strategy, adopted in prior literature, are subject
to industry effects. Therefore, neutralizing industry
effects when constructing portfolios according to volatility skew and volatility spread helps improve portfolio
performance.
PORTFOLIO PERFORMANCE OVER
THE NEXT WEEK

Re

We compare the performance of industry-neutral
portfolios based on SKEW and SPREAD with industryexposed, full-universe portfolios. Following Bali et al.
[2006], we adopt a pair-trading strategy, for which the
industry-neutral and full-universe portfolios always
involve the same number of stocks. Suppose mt industries
are available in week t. The industry-neutral approach
involves buying n stocks with the lowest SKEW (or
SPREAD) and selling n stocks with the highest SKEW
(or SPREAD) in each of the mt industries.10 The port-
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To determine whether this quintile strategy is
exposed to industry effects, we compute the respective percentages of stocks belonging to industry i in
portfolios 1 and 5 each week. The quintile strategy’s
net industry exposure to industry i is the absolute difference between the two percentages. The sum of net
exposures across all industries in a week is the total net
exposure. If the volatility skew (or volatility spread) of
individual firms exhibits very strong industry-specific
characteristics in a week, all the stocks in portfolio 1
may belong to one industry, while portfolio 5 contains only stocks of another industry. With no industry
overlap, the total net exposure is 200%. On the other
hand, if portfolios 1 and 5 include stocks that are spread
over the same set of industries, the industry effects of
the two portfolios will offset each other and the net
exposure will be zero.
Exhibit 3 tabulates descriptive statistics of the
weekly total net exposure, the weekly number of industries with non-zero net exposure, denoted by N, and
the weekly proportion of industries that contribute to
80% of the total net exposure, denoted by N80.8 On
average, the total net exposure is 90.36% for the portfolios sorted by SKEW_VW, and 74.82% for those sorted
by SPREAD_VW. The first quartiles for SKEW_VW
and SPREAD_VW are 76.52% and 65.58%, respec-
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EXHIBIT 3
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Industry Exposure of the Quintile Portfolio Strategy Based on the Full Universe of Firms

Note: Each week we sort sample firms into quintile portfolios based on SKEW or SPREAD. Portfolio 1 includes the firms with the lowest values and
portfolio 5 includes those with the highest. We then compute the respective percentages of stocks belong to industry i in portfolios 1 and 5. The net exposure
of the quintile portfolio to industry i is the absolute difference between the two percentages. We sum the net exposures of all industries to obtain the weekly
measure of industry exposure. The term N refers to the number of industries that have non-zero net exposure in each week and N80 is the proportion of
industries that contribute to 80% of total net exposure each week. The daily observations of SKEW and SPREAD are estimated by the averages of the
implied volatilities, either weighted by option trading volume (VW) or equally weighted (EW).
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with the highest SKEW (or SPREAD). The portfolio
thus formed contains the same number of stocks as the
industry-neutral counterpart, but may be substantially
exposed to industry effects.
Exhibit 4 reports the results of the pair-trading
strategy of one-week-ahead returns when the weekly
number of stocks in each industry is n = 2 (panel A) and
n = 3 (panel B). Assuming that investors are mean-variance optimizers, we report the mean, standard devia-
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folio thus formed involves simultaneously buying and
selling mt × n stocks to cover all industries, as long as each
is represented by no fewer than five firms in a week. The
return series is not exposed to industry effects.
We also form portfolios regardless of industries,
based purely on the rankings of SKEW (or SPREAD)
across the full universe of sample firms. In week t, the
full-universe approach involves buying mt × n stocks with
the lowest SKEW (or SPREAD) and selling mt × n stocks
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Portfolio Performance With the Pair-Trading Strategy
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EXHIBIT 4

Note: In week t, for each of the mt industries, we buy n stocks with the lowest SKEW (or SPREAD) and short n stocks with the highest values. The
industry-neutral portfolio thus involves simultaneously buying and shorting mt × n stocks, covering all industries with at least five firms in the week. The
full-universe portfolio involves buying mt × n stocks with the lowest SKEW (or SPREAD) among all the firms and shorting mt × n stocks with the highest,
without considering industry differences. In panel A, the number of stocks bought and shorted within each industry per week is n = 2; in panel B, n = 3 if
there are more than seven firms in the industry (otherwise n = 2). The daily observations of SKEW and SPREAD are estimated by the averages of the
implied volatilities, either weighted by option trading volume (VW) or equally weighted (EW). The numbers in parentheses are t-statistics.
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when total industry exposure was 148% and the highest
net exposure was a long position of 31% in the industry
of holding and other investment offices (SIC code 67).
The corresponding industry-neutral portfolio generated
a weekly return of −4%. In addition, the third-lowest
weekly return of the full-universe portfolio was −12%
in the week ending May 23, 2000, during the dot-com
bubble crash. The portfolio had a total industry exposure
of 120% and a long exposure of 25% in the electronic
equipment and components sector (SIC code 36). The
corresponding industry-neutral portfolio generated a
return of −3% that week.
We further examine the robustness of our results
by broadening our stock selection procedure. Following (among others) Xing et al. [2010] and Cremers
and Weinbaum [2010], we adopt the quintile portfolio
strategy described earlier. The portfolios thus constructed are based on the full universe of stocks and are
subject to industry effects. We also sort stocks by SKEW
(or SPREAD) within each industry into quintiles and
form industry-neutral portfolios by buying the lowest
quintiles and selling the highest for all industries with no
fewer than five firms. By construction, the latter strategy
contains stocks from all available industries and is not
exposed to industry effects.
Exhibit 6 reports the quintile strategy’s performance. We observe that, for full-universe portfolios
sorted on SKEW and SPREAD, the average weekly
returns are always highly significant, consistent with
prior literature. Comparing the full-universe results of
the quintile portfolio strategy with those of the pairtrading strategy in Exhibit 4, we find that the additional diversification gained by including more stocks
in portfolios reduces the standard deviations in all cases.
For portfolios sorted by SKEW_VW, SKEW_EW, and
SPREAD_VW, the industry-neutral approach leads
to higher t-statistics and Sortino ratios, lower risk
(ref lected in lower standard deviations), more positive
(or less negative) skewness, and lower drawdowns than
in the full-universe approach. The industry-neutral
portfolio sorted by SPREAD_EW is shown to gain
less negative return skewness, but has a lower t-statistic
and Sortino ratio and larger drawdown than the fulluniverse portfolio.16
To summarize, for the one-week holding period,
we find that industry-neutral portfolios formed by volatility skew and volatility spread have lower downside
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tion, t-statistics, skewness,11 maximum drawdown,12
and Sortino ratio of weekly returns to describe portfolio performance. We observe that the average weekly
returns are positive and significantly different from zero
in each case, except for the full-universe approach of
SKEW_EW, with n = 2.13 Therefore, consistent with
previous studies, volatility skew and volatility spread are
suitable measures with which we can design profitable
trading strategies.
For volatility skew, the industry-neutral approach is
far superior to the full-universe approach in both panels.
The t-statistics for the industry-neutral approach are
much higher than those for the full-universe approach.
For example, based on SKEW_VW, the t-statistic is
3.89 for the former, compared with 2.30 for the latter
in panel A, and 4.12 compared with 2.05, respectively,
in panel B. This is due to the lower portfolio risk measured by the standard deviation and higher portfolio
returns generated by the industry-neutral approach.
When n = 3, the average weekly returns of the industryneutral portfolios are five and four basis points higher
than those of the full-universe portfolios, respectively,
for SKEW_VW and SKEW_EW. The Sortino ratios are
also higher for the industry-neutral portfolios. Meanwhile, the industry-neutral portfolios exhibit lower
downside risk, because they exhibit less negative skewness and a much smaller portfolio drawdown. Hence,
the removal of industry effects has a material effect on
the risk-return profile of portfolios formed based on
volatility skew.
For volatility spread, the results are somewhat different. Being industry-neutral results in lower portfolio
returns for both n = 2 and n = 3. However, the loss
in average returns is surpassed by lower risk, especially
lower downside risk. The t-statistics and Sortino ratios
of the industry-neutral portfolios are always higher than
those of the full-universe portfolios for SPREAD, except
for one case of SPREAD_VW in panel B.14
Exhibit 5 plots the time series of weekly returns of
the pair-trading strategy (n = 2) formed by the industry-neutral and full-universe approaches according to
SKEW_VW. The weekly returns of the industry-neutral
portfolio (solid line) are much less volatile than those of
the full-universe portfolio (dotted line). Being industryneutral considerably reduces downside risk, particularly
during 2000 and the credit crunch of 2008.15 The lowest
weekly return of the full-universe portfolio in Exhibit 5
was −13% in the week ending November 26, 2008,
FALL 2014
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Time-Series Returns of the Pair-Trading Strategy Based on Volatility Skew

Note: Exhibit 5 plots the time-series returns of the pair-trading strategy formed by volatility skew (SKEW_VW) with n = 2. See also the note for
Exhibit 4. The solid line represents the weekly returns from the industry-neutral approach and the dotted line represents the weekly returns from the
full-universe approach. The sample period is from January 1996 to December 2011.
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Portfolio Performance with the Quintile Portfolio Strategy
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Note: Each week for the full-universe approach we sort all individual firms according to their values of SKEW (or SPREAD) into quintile portfolios and
form a portfolio by buying the quintile with the lowest SKEW (or SPREAD) and shorting that with the highest. For the industry-neutral approach, in
each industry with at least five firms per week, we sort stocks into quintiles according to the SKEW (or SPREAD) of each firm, buy the quintile with the
lowest SKEW (or SPREAD), and short that with the highest. We then form a portfolio across all available industries during the week. The daily observations of SKEW and SPREAD are estimated by the averages of the implied volatilities, either weighted by option trading volume (VW) or equally weighted
(EW). The numbers in parentheses are t-statistics.
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risk and higher t-statistics and Sortino ratios than their
industry-exposed, full-universe counterparts.
PORTFOLIO PERFORMANCE OVER
LONGER HOLDING PERIODS
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Previous studies have shown that the return
predictability of volatility skew and volatility spread
lasts for longer horizons. In this section, we sort firms
based on the prior week’s measures of SKEW_VW and
SPREAD_VW and compute the equally weighted
holding period returns for the subsequent four weeks,
eight weeks, and so on, up to 25 weeks into the future.17
Exhibit 7 summarizes the performances of the full-universe and industry-neutral portfolios for the pair-trading
strategy, with n = 2 (panel A) and n = 3 (panel B). It
reports descriptive statistics of the annualized holdingperiod returns, including the mean, standard deviation,
skewness, and (because of the overlapping returns)
Newey–West [1987] t-statistics.

FALL 2014
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The industry-neutral portfolios sorted according to
volatility skew always generate significant and positive
returns and exhibit higher t-statistics, lower standard
deviation, and higher return skewness than the fulluniverse portfolios for all horizons in both panels A
and B. Hence, the industry-neutral portfolios sorted by
SKEW dominate their full-universe counterparts for
longer horizons.
Portfolios sorted by volatility spread exhibit a
similar pattern. The annualized returns of industryneutral and full-universe portfolios are consistently
significant and positive for all investment horizons in
panels A and B. The industry-neutral portfolios have
higher t-statistics, lower standard deviation, and much
less negative, or even positive, skewness than do the
full-universe portfolios. Moreover, the average portfolio
returns from industry-neutral approaches are consistently
higher than those of industry-exposed ones, except for
the longer horizons in panel B. Therefore, for longer
investment horizons, industry-neutral portfolios sorted
by SPREAD outperform the full-universe portfolios.
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Portfolio Performance with the Pair-Trading Strategy for Longer Holding Periods

Note: The return refers to the annualized average return over time, and S.D. refers to the standard deviation. The numbers in parentheses are the
Newey–West (1987) t-statistics.
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Academic research into the return predictability
of volatility skew and volatility spread typically involves
sorting over a full universe of stocks, regardless of their
industries. However, industry effects are a key indicator
in stock evaluation and portfolio construction for finance
practitioners. For example, equity fund managers often
restrict the active positions in their investment portfolios
to industry-neutral stocks. Moreover, there is evidence
that industry risk is orthogonal to common risk factors
and should be considered in pricing stock portfolios (e.g.,
Bali et al. [2006]).
Using data on stocks and stock options from January 1996 to December 2011, we show that conventional
portfolio strategies based on sorting the full universe of
stocks according to volatility skew and volatility spread
are exposed to heavy industry effects. By neutralizing
industry effects, we can reduce portfolio risk, especially
downside risk, and improve portfolio performance.
Moreover, industry-neutral portfolios exhibit superior
performance, not only over the following week, but also
over longer holding horizons. The evidence substantiates
the necessity of constructing industry-neutral portfolios when using option information to sort stocks. In
addition, the returns that the industry-neutral approach
generates are more stable than those of the conventional
approach during periods of market turbulence, because
the full-universe portfolios were heavily exposed to the
IT sector during the dot-com bubble crash and to the
finance sector during the recent banking crisis. Our
study contributes to the asset pricing and portfolio
investment literature and invokes future research to
theoretically model industry factors into the pricing of
individual stock options.

The Sortino ratio measures the average return per unit
of downside risk, where downside risk is the absolute negative
deviation from the mean.
3
The equity options listed at the CBOE are American
options. The methodology the Ivy DB database adopts to
compute implied volatilities considers an early exercise
premium.
4
Cremers and Weinbaum [2010] define volatility spread
as the ATM call-implied volatility, minus the ATM putimplied volatility, that is, IVC,ATM – IV P,ATM. The resulting
estimates are mostly negative. We use IV P,ATM – IVC,ATM to
ensure that the measure is positive and consistent with volatility skew, which is often positive.
5
In a robustness test, we construct the market valueweighted portfolios and find qualitatively similar results.
6
In the United States, the options market closes later
than the underlying stock markets do. The measurement
errors created by non-synchronous asset and option prices
can be partly offset, because volatility skew and volatility
spread are the differences between the implied volatilities of
call and put options on the same trading day.
7
We choose two-digit SIC codes because the number
of firms with traded equity options in each industry is
limited.
8
To obtain N80, each week we sort industries according
to net exposure, from the highest to the lowest, and compute the proportion of industries for which the accumulated
net exposure just reaches or exceeds 80% of the total net
exposure.
9
We find that the most frequently represented industries with the highest net exposure are electronic and electrical equipment, except computer equipment (SIC code 36);
holding and other investment offices (SIC code 67), and business services (SIC code 73). However, these industries change
over time. For example, for SKEW, business services (SIC
code 73) and electronic equipment (SIC code 36) often had
the highest industry net exposure during the dot-com bubble
crash, from 1999 to 2001. During the banking crisis, from
2008 to the end of our sample period, the holding and other
investment offices sector (SIC code 67) most often had the
highest net exposure for both SKEW and SPREAD.
10
In their pair-trading strategy, Bali et al. [2006] choose
to buy one stock and sell one stock in each industry (n = 1) to
form industry-neutral stock portfolios. When we use optionimplied measures to select stocks, the number of industries is
limited in each week. To achieve sufficient diversification,
we include more stocks in each industry by setting n = 2 or
n = 3.
11
We include the third moment of the return distribution for reference only.
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The weekly drawdown is defined as the largest decline
in the weekly cumulative return from the first to the current
week, and ref lects a portfolio’s downside risk.
13
An earlier version of our article uses data from January
1996 to June 2007. The pair-trading portfolio (n = 2) constructed with the full-universe approach based on SKEW_
EW has a t-statistic of 2.25 and a standard deviation of 1.66%.
The extended sample reduces the t-statistic greatly, and the
weekly returns from 2008 to 2011 are very volatile, due to
the banking crisis.
14
Each week, the sample to construct the full-universe
portfolios starts from all firms, while that for industry-neutral
portfolios considers only industries with at least five firms.
Considering a smaller sample makes it more difficult for the
industry-neutral approach to outperform the full-universe
approach. As a robustness test, we use the sample of industries with at least five firms in a week to construct industry-exposed portfolios and find that, for all cases of SKEW
and SPREAD, the industry-exposed portfolios thus formed
always generate lower t-statistics and Sortino ratios than their
industry-neutral counterparts do.
15
For the pair-trading strategy, we find that during the
three-year period from 1999 to 2001 and the four-year period
from 2008 to 2011, industry-neutral portfolios always have
higher t-statistics and Sortino ratios than their corresponding
full-universe portfolios, for both SKEW and SPREAD.
16
As discussed (in footnote 14), each week the full-universe approach starts from all firms, while the industry-neutral
portfolios are from industries with at least five firms. Therefore, in addition to starting from a smaller sample, industryneutral portfolios formed by a quintile-based strategy always
involve fewer stocks than do full-universe portfolios. The
inclusion of fewer stocks tends to result in higher portfolio
standard deviations (Statman [1987]). As a robustness test,
we find that the industry-exposed portfolios, formed by only
industries with no fewer than five firms in a week, consistently generate lower t-statistics and Sortino ratios than do
their corresponding industry-neutral portfolios.
17
Untabulated results show that, when firms are sorted
based on SKEW_EW or SPREAD_EW, the industry-neutral
portfolios also outperform the industry-exposed, full-universe
portfolios for longer holding periods. The results are available
upon request.
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